President Truman signing the executive order transferring the U. S. Atomic Energy Program from military to civilian control.

Carroll L. Wilson, who was shortly before made general manager of the Atomic Energy Commission, is seated to the left, and David Lilienthal, chairman of the Commission, is seated on the right; standing, left to right, Sumner T. Pike, a member of the Commission; Col. K. D. Nichols, deputy chief of the Manhattan Engineer District; Secretary of War Robert Patterson; Maj. Gen. Leslie Groves, formerly in charge of the Manhattan Engineer District; Lewis L. Strauss and William W. Waymack, members of the Commission.

The Commission met in Washington with its advisory committee during the first week in January preparatory to taking over active control of more than 43,000 employees involved in the Manhattan Project.

Theory of the Chain-reacting Pile
Enrico Fermi
STANDARDS FOR INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION

The Type K2 Potentiometer and the NBS Resistor shown here are two among many L&N instruments ideal for production calibrating. Their high accuracy and dependability, and their convenience, can help to make even precision testing a matter of routine.

These advantages help to explain why Sensitive Research Instrument Co. purchased L&N instruments for three identical test sets, built at approximately one year intervals and used for calibrating lab standard instruments, precise electrostatic voltmeters and other specialties.

The NBS Resistor has a limit of error of ±0.01 per cent up to 0.1 watt; ±0.04 per cent up to 1 watt. The combination of Type K Potentiometer and accessory shunt or volt box has an overall limit of error of only 0.05%. Constructions throughout are in keeping with these high limits; for details, ask for specific catalogs, or for Catalog E which describes our complete line of research, teaching and test instruments.
New Edition—NOVAK'S GYNECOLOGICAL and OBSTETRICAL PATHOLOGY

New (2nd) Edition—This book is recognized to be unique in its field and the new edition has been awaited with great interest by teachers, students, physicians and pathologists. Latest knowledge and several important new topics have been included. Of greatest importance is the addition of more than 100 new illustrations making a total of 542 pictures, virtually one to a page. These illustrations are of both gross and microscopic specimens and their value for teaching or reference can hardly be stressed too forcefully. Dr. Novak's concise, easy reading style of writing, the systematic arrangement of subjects and discussion, and the sure authority behind the entire presentation make this a book of major importance to all concerned with pathology, obstetrics and gynecology.

By EMIL NOVAK, A.B., M.D., D.Sc. (Hon. Dublin), F.A.C.S., Associate in Gynecology, Johns Hopkins Medical School. 570 pages, 6½ x 9½, 542 illustrations, 15 in color. $7.50

New Book—COOKE'S ALLERGY in THEORY and PRACTICE

New—Dr. Cooke, with 13 collaborating authorities, has written a book that will gain wide acceptance. It is a balanced presentation of basic essentials and practical application. Examination of the table of contents leads naturally to the conclusion that it is one of the most comprehensive one-volume discussions of allergy to be published. The emphasis is, of course, on clinical considerations since the authors' objective has been primarily the problem of the general physician and allergist. The scope is such, however, that the immunologist, serologist, pathologist, biochemist, bacteriologist and many others with borderline interests will find given a wealth of data pertinent to their particular needs and work. The text is well illustrated including nine color pictures.

By ROBERT A. COOKE, M.D., Sc.D., F.A.C.P., Attending Physician and Director of the Department of Allergy, the Roosevelt Hospital, New York City. 572 pages, 6' x 9½', illustrated. $8.00
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Elements of Genetics—2nd Edition
By Edward C. Colin, Ph.D., Chicago Teachers College

NEW! A progressive textbook for college students in biology taking lecture and laboratory courses in genetics. Special emphasis is given to the application of Mendelian principles to man and the roles played by heredity and environment to man. The effects of environment and training in correction of physical defects and the improvement of performance is given. A very teachable text. Many new problems are included.

22 Illus., 402 Pages. $3.50 (Dec. 1946)

STILES

Handbook of Microscopic Characteristics of Tissues and Organs—3rd Edition
By Karl A. Stiles, Ph.D., Michigan State College

NEW! This new book can be used as a supplementary guide with any textbook on histology. It may be used as a syllabus for lectures, also as a laboratory manual since the pre-medical or medical student has had some microscopic anatomy. The text is especially helpful to teachers for review and to students preparing for "spot" quizzes or for State and National Board examinations. Information of special value in identification studies has been set in italic giving the diagnostic features at a glance.

35 Illus., 214 Pages. $1.75 (Dec. 1946)
FEDERAL ANOUNCES A SENSATIONAL ENGINEERING ACHIEVEMENT

This STANDARD SIZE PROFESSIONAL MICROSCOPE for $59.00 (List Price)

NOW, for the first time, Federal brings you an American-made, 50x to 300x microscope—priced at $59.00. Here is a truly scientific instrument, ruggedly built for the amateur microscopist, yet with precision features to meet the most exacting demands of the professional.

Product of highly specialized production techniques, the Federal Model 40 Microscope at $59 deserves the serious consideration of teachers, students and laboratory technicians in every branch of scientific study.

At such a low price, student and school can now fill a long-felt need for more extensive use of the microscope.*

If the Federal Model 40 Microscope is unavailable through your regular supplier of scientific equipment, write to Federal, giving us his name.

*Approved by Science Department, New York City Board of Education.

HERE IS PROOF THAT THE FEDERAL MICROSCOPE IS AN INSTRUMENT OF PROFESSIONAL STATURE

Federal Manufacturing & Engineering Corp.
Makers of Federal Cameras and Enlargers
213 STEUBEN STREET  BROOKLYN 5, N. Y.
You know your tissues will spread evenly...

The water temperature will be just right for smooth, even spreading: never too hot or too cold. No melting paraffin to distort tissues; no folds or wrinkles. No bubbles due to frequent water change... temperature stays constant day in, day out. Bulletin 6320 gives particulars: send for it.

TECHNICON COMPANY, 215 E. 149th St., New York 51, N. Y.
ARMY'S SANTIAL SAVING OF

Here's an unusual opportunity to secure a fine set of Binoculars at a substantial saving of money. Offered here are complete sets of Optics and Metal Parts for the Army's M-16 7 x 50 Binoculars (M-16 is not the waterproof model). These components are new and all ready for assembly. We supply full instructions. Limit-1 set of Metal Parts and 1 set of Optics to a customer.

METAL PARTS—Set includes all Metal Parts—completely finished—
for assembly of 7 x 50 Binoculars. No machining required. Bodies have been factory hinged and covered. A sturdy brown leather Binocular Carrying Case is included with each set of Metal Parts.

Stock #824-W 7 x 50 Metal Parts $35.00 Postpaid

OPTICS—Set includes all Lenses and Prisms you need for assembling 7 x 50 Binoculars. These Optics are in excellent condition—perfect or near-perfect—and have new low reflection coating.

Stock #5102-W 7 x 50 Optics $25.00 Postpaid

NOTICE! If you buy both the Binocular Optics and the Binocular Metal Parts, your purchase becomes subject to 80% Federal Excise Tax. Be sure to add amount covering tax to your remittance or your order cannot be filled.

ARMY'S 6 X 30 BINOCULARS

No Carrying Case with any Sets shown below. (None yet available in Surplus Market.) M-131A1 sets are waterproof model. M-3 sets are not waterproof. Limit-1 Set to a Customer on all Sets shown below.

COMPLETE OPTICS & METAL PARTS—Model M-131A1 6 x 30 Binoculars. Everything you need—ready for assembly. When finished will look like a regular factory job costing $102 to $120. The Optics are new, in perfect or near-perfect condition. Have new low reflection coating. Metal Parts are new and perfect, all completely finished. No machining required. Bodies factory hinged and covered. Complete assembly instructions included.

Stock #830-W $40.00 Postpaid

Plus $8.00 tax—Total $48.00

COMPLETE OPTICS & METAL PARTS—Model M-3 6 x 30 Binoculars. The Optics in this set are new, perfect or near-perfect. Prisms have new low reflection coating. Factory mounted Eye Piece and Objective Assemblies not coated. Metal Parts are perfect, new, ready for assembly. When finished, this will look like a regular factory job, except a name has been filed off a cover plate. No machining required. Bodies factory hinged and covered.

Stock #831-W $35.00 Postpaid

Plus $7.00 tax—Total $42.00

METAL PARTS ONLY—Model M-131A1 6 x 30 Binoculars. No Optics. Some Metal Parts as described for Stock #830-W.

Stock #832-W 6 x 30 Metal Parts $25.00 Postpaid

METAL PARTS ONLY—Model M-3 6 x 30 Binoculars. No Optics. Some machining on these Metal Parts required. Bodies hinged and Prism Shelves holes placed, but you must tap them. Prism Shelves have been machined. Six lead spiral focusing threads have been cut. Some less difficult components you must thread and machine yourself, but all material you need is furnished except body covering material and Optics. Stock #833-W 6 x 30 Metal Parts $12.00 Postpaid

TO KEEP POSTED—on all our new Optical Items, send 10c and your name and address to get on our regular "Flash" mailing list.

METAL PARTS ONLY—Model M-3, 6 x 30 Binoculars. No Optics. All parts you need. You must do machining on most parts, but not all. No body covering material.

Stock #834-W 6 x 30 Metal Parts $8.00 Postpaid

OPTICS FOR 6 x 30 Binoculars (No Metal Parts). Slight seconds. Cemented but not coated.

Stock #5123-W $10.00 Postpaid

SAME OPTICS AS ABOVE (6 x 30), but coated.

Stock #5124-W $12.75 Postpaid

If you buy both the Binocular Optics and the Binocular Metal Parts, your purchase becomes subject to 80% Federal Excise Tax. Be sure to add amount covering tax to your remittance or your order cannot be filled.

Optics and Metal Parts are Available for Monoculars (½ a Binocular). For Complete Details, Write for Bulletin #14-W.

POLARIZING VARIABLE DENSITY ATTACHMENT for 7 x 50 Binoculars. An amazingly effective unit for controlling amount of light reaching your eyes. Cute down glare in sky and overwater observations. Easily snapped on and off over the eye cups of American-made 7 x 50 Binoculars. Govt. cost $8.50 each.

Stock #20,000-W $2.00 Postpaid

2½" DIA. ACHROMATIC TELESCOPE OBJECTIVE—F.L. 20 inches. (Not a war surplus item.) The Govt. used very few long focus Objective Lenses so we had these made for you. First class lens suitable for Spotting Scopes, Terrestrial Telescopes, etc. Not coated.

Stock #6197-W $10.00 Postpaid

AIR FORCES GUN SIGHT

With Polarizing Variable Density Attachment

Can be used as Slide Viewer, or take it apart and you can get Polarizing Variable Density Attachment, Magnin Concave Mirror, Reflector Plate, Metal Reticle, Window, Lamp Housing, Ring and Bead Sight. The Polarizing attachment alone is worth many times the price of entire unit. Consists of 2 Polarizing Filters mounted with small handle which rotates around the other. May be used in Photography, Research, Experiments, as Light Dimmer, etc.

Stock #908-W $5.00 Postpaid

SAME UNIT WITHOUT PRACTICAL ATTACHMENT

Stock #916-W $2.50 Postpaid

BOMBER SIGHTING STATION—A double end Periscope Type Instrument of highest precision. 6 ft. tall, shipping wt. 500 lbs. Original cost $9,590. Consists of numerous Lenses, Prisms, Mirrors, Gear, Motors, Metal Parts and Electrical Gadgets.

Stock #914-W $59.00 F.O.B. Oklahoma

PRISM TELESCOPE—All the Lenses You need to build your own 20 power Telescope! No mounts. Has wide field of view.

Stock #902-W $7.25 Postpaid

WE HAVE LITERALLY MILLIONS OF WAR SURPLUS LENSES AND PRISMS FOR SALE AT BARGAIN PRICES. WRITE FOR CATALOG "W"—SENT FREE!

TANK PRISMS—PLAIN OR SILVERED

A0-45, 45-49 deg., 5½" long, 2½" wide, finely ground and polished.

Stock #3801-W Plain Prism (Perfect) $30.00 Postpaid

Stock #3805-W Plain Prism (Perfect) $2.00 Postpaid

Stock #3100-W Silvered Prism (Second) $1.00 Postpaid

Stock #3101-W Silvered Prism (Second) $1.00 Postpaid

(ILLUSTRATED LOOK ON PRISMS INCLUDED FREE)

ORDER BY SET OR STOCK NO. • SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

EDMUND SALVAGE COMPANY, P. O. Audubon, New Jersey
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Announcing Crystalline Penicillin G Sodium Merck

★ No refrigeration required for dry form.
★ Therapeutically inert materials which may act as allergens have been virtually eliminated.
★ Minimum irritation on injection as a result of removal of therapeutically inert materials.
★ Meets exacting Government specifications for Crystalline Penicillin G.
★ Penicillin G has been proved to be a highly effective therapeutic agent.

CRYSTALLINE PENICILLIN G SODIUM MERCK
MERCK & CO., Inc. RAHWAY, N. J.
Manufacturing Chemists
THE new Photographic Lens Testing Projector, designed and built by B&L engineers, shows visually on a large screen the exact quality of image produced by the lens. To test the Animar 8mm motion picture camera lens, Bureau of Standards test chart, covering the diagonal of an 8mm frame, is projected, by the lens being tested. The result is an image on the screen at a magnification of 240 diameters . . . approximately ¼ inch magnified to 4½ feet! The lens is focused to give the best possible definition at the center of the field. For this setting, resolution is read at the center and margins of the field. At the same time, variations in focus from the normal value are read on a dial gauge. Parfocality of these lenses is controlled within a tolerance of ± .001". Exceptionally fast, simple, and accurate, this method insures uniformly high quality lens performance. Another method in progressive optical engineering for testing performance of lenses—an important factor in establishing American-made B&L photographic lenses as the ultimate in quality among photographers everywhere.

BAUSCH & LOMB
OPTICAL COMPANY
ROCHESTER 2, N.Y.

Cooperating with Men of Science since 1853